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NETWORKING
Garter named NetFoundry as
Cool Vendor for Enhanced
Internet Services and Cloud
Connectivity and also recognized
us as 1 of only 9 companies to
deliver an end-to-end SASE
solution.
We completed our comprehensive
integration of public hyper-
scaler cloud providers, by adding
AliCloud, Google Cloud, and Oracle
OCI to our existing partnerships
with AWS and Azure.
On the business side, NetFoundry
added more than 75 new
customers and partners across
numerous ZTNA use cases
including Cloud/Multi-Cloud
Connectivity, IoT/Edge, Remote
Access, SASE/Internet WAN, and
Solution/Application Embedded
Networking.

Digital Transformation may have been
accelerated for many companies by
the outbreak of the Covid-19
pandemic, but the work is far from
over.  As legacy VPN/SDWAN
technologies are experiencing near-
weekly news-worthy cybersecurity
incidents, (ex. the Solar Winds breach,
Citrix breach), it is becoming apparent
that these legacy technologies no
longer meet the necessary
cybersecurity standards of modern
enterprises.  In 2021, it is time to put
an action plan around adopting Cloud-
Native Zero Trust network security and
defense in depth with SASE.

Looking forward to a fantastic 2021.

We released Ziti the next
generation technology of our smart
network overlay fabric and virtual
edge routers.
The doors were opened on Ziti.dev,
our open-source developer
community, along with the release
of 15+ SDKs for the most popular
languages.
We extended our Zero Trust
Network Architecture (ZTNA) to
include Secure Internet Access,
completing NetFoundry's full-stack
SASE capability

While the need to react to working
from home may have been a trigger to
rethink networking, we should also
recognize that it was just one of many
forward-looking reasons to rethink
your approach to enterprise networks.  
In 2021 and beyond, we need to
recognize that we will continually see a
world of increasing distribution of
application workloads.  With a greater
distribution of computing processing
from on-premise, to edge, to cloud,
across multi-cloud, the need for highly
agile, multi-point mesh, and Zero Trust
secured cloud-native networks is ever
increasing.  Our new normal reality is a
permanent work from anywhere
network topology, and it will be an
ever-increasing business requirement.

NetFoundry has a lot to be proud of in
2020 and I would like to share some of
those achievements with you and
encourage you to connect with us to
learn more.  Here are a few of our
advancements:

Dear friends,

Welcome to 2021! We at NetFoundry
wish you all the best in the new year
ahead! 

As we eagerly look forward to the year
ahead, one lesson taught in 2020
should not be forgotten, which is the
reality of just how fast the business
world was forced to react to working
from home (aka "the new normal").
The lack of agility and security in
existing networking technologies left
many enterprises ill-prepared to face
those challenges.  If we learned
anything, hopefully, we learned that
networking technologies must evolve
to scale and perform at the speed and
agility of the software applications
they connect to.  

NetFoundry's customers benefited
because we deliver a cloud-native
platform for orchestrating an
unlimited number of networks, not a
singular bespoke network assembled
with fixed asset SDWAN/VPN hardware
or MPLS circuits.  Our customers
simply spun up the new networks
using effectively unlimited Cloud
resources in minutes with the Zero
Trust network architecture that
provided the needed security beyond
that of IP based networking
technologies.  Most customers
experienced no issue in the transition
to work from home.
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TOOQ embeds NetFoundry to secure and
accelerate deployment of Retail  Edge
Devices

Learn how TOOQ embedded zero trust connectivity
directly into their Retail Edge Devices with NetFoundry’s
software-only solution and pre-built integration with
Docker containers. TOOQ is now accelerating the pace
and scope of their deployments to bring more customer
sites online quicker, more protected and secure.
 

SUCCESS STORIES 

READ MORE

Our partnership with NetFoundry is  accelerating our
business outcomes and our abi l i ty to del iver
innovative new solutions to our customers.  By
integrating NetFoundry’s zero trust platform
capabil i t ies into our analyt ics solutions deployed at
the edge,  TOOQ is transforming the retai l  industry in
Brazi l  by del ivering unique insights into customer
behaviour powered with l ive data.

Ronaldo Moura 
Chief Executive Off icer
TOOQ

READ MORE

Damir Jaksic
Chief Information Off icer 
KEO International  Consultants

KEO’s network transformation journey included
NetFoundry software being deployed on different
endpoint device form factors,  on an instance on
Azure,  on virtual  machines at al l  KEO branches and
off ices.  Pol ic ies defining secure access to services,
software and locations were quickly set with
NetFoundry’s c loud-native management to establ ish
zero trust connectivity.
 

NetFoundy presented us with the opportunity to
reset the old cl ichés and to disrupt long-standing
operating models,  creating a far more agi le
workforce and work itself .  By col laborating with
NetFoundry we are changing the game and 
bui lding a highly agi le digital  organization 
to del iver unmatched innovation to 
our cl ients.

KEO Transforms Networking with
NetFoundry 

Yoganand Konar 
Global Head of IT,
Regal  Springs

Regal Springs Creates Globally Connected
Fisheries

Learn how Regal Springs accelerated their Blue Ocean
Strategy with the deployment of NetFoundry NaaS
platform,  globally. By adopting true Zero trust network
access (ZTNA) via NetFoundry, replacing legacy network
infrastructure, Regal Springs was not only able to meet
the needs of their remote workforce but was also able to
improve their security posture.

While we were lost at  sea with less 
innovative and high-cost tools during the evaluation
phase,  NetFoundry’s innovative solution came as a
boon. NetFoundry’s software-based NaaS platform
was the game changer and perfect solution to
connect our extensive remote distr ibuted network
and locations.  NetFoundry was the key driver and
enabler to transform Regal  Springs,  the vast and
diversif ied on-premise workload to cloud.

READ MORE

https://netfoundry.io/
https://netfoundry.io/anvil/NF-TOOQCS.pdf
https://netfoundry.io/anvil/NF-KEO-CS.pdf
https://netfoundry.io/anvil/NF-RegalSprings-CS.pdf
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As we move towards a 
connected world,  telecom
operators have a unique
opportunity to posit ion
themselves to capital ise on the
growth of c loud services—both as
providers and adopters of the
technology.  Telco cloud solution
expects much higher resi l ience,
agi l i ty ,  f lexibi l i ty and cost
optimisation compared 
to current data 
centre model.

~Dipesh Ranjan

The mind-boggling potential
of telco cloud

Now, more than ever,  networks are
supposed to be independent of
location,  bui ldings,  data centres,
Public  c loud, underlay service
providers,  and on top of that,
secured with zero trust model to
avoid cyber-attacks and data theft .

Are Telcos and MSP ready to
embrace the rapid advancement in
digital  and network transformation
brought by the pandemic?

Dipesh Ranjan,  our APAC VP & MD
was recently interviewed by UK
based International  Finance
magazine where he shared his view
on how Telco could innovate,
creating a new business model and
become ready for next phase of
transformation.

In 2020,  NetFoundry released major updates of our SASE
platform which strengthens our core contribution to
revolutionizing today's network connectivity.

Added Endpoint Security Posture Checking
The NetFoundry platform provides a set of  capabil i t ies,
packaged with Zit i  Desktop and Zit i  Mobile releases,  that
provides ongoing monitoring of the device by responding to
Posture Queries with Posture Responses.  For Windows, this
would be a kernel  driver instal led by an administrative
account that is  instal led with and works in tandem with the
Zit i  Desktop Edge service and application.  For macOS, iOS,
and Android this would be embedded into the VPN plugins
that are already instal led with elevated privi leges.

Synchronized Azure Active Directory Client
The platform al lows you to l ink Azure Active Directory user
groups with NetFoundry endpoint groups to automatical ly
create a cl ient endpoint for each AAD group member.  Your
goal  is  to leverage NetFoundry AppWAN to provide users
with secure,  performant access to the application,  without
having to manually maintain the l ist  of  authorized
NetFoundry cl ients for every user that is  added and
removed from the authorized user's group.

Extend and scale without l imits
The platform comes with Zit i  SDKs to embed private
networking into your mobile (Android,  iOS,  Windows),  c loud,
edge and IoT apps with a few l ines of code.
Customers/users no longer need VPNs to access your
private apps.  The NetFoundry Developer platform enables
DevOps,  SRE,  Cloud Solution Developers to leverage API
based automation and integration into their  c loud
automation frameworks to spin up simple,  agi le,  on-demand
connectivity to cloud resources.

Watch demonstrations of our SASE platform's key
functional ity,  as i t  combines the si los into one central ly
managed, c loud orchestrated framework.   

MORE THAN A PLATFORM INTERNATIONAL 
FINANCE MAGAZINE

INTERVIEW

READ MORE

https://netfoundry.io/
https://netfoundry.io/resources/video-demos/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/dipeshranjan/
https://internationalfinance.com/the-mind-boggling-potential-of-telco-cloud/

